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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  
 

[Posted: September 21, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are lower this morning. 

The EuroStoxx 50 is down 2.9% from its last close. In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed 

down 0.9%. Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite down 0.6%, and the 

Shenzhen Composite down 0.5%. U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower open.  

 

Good morning.  It’s Monday and there is a lot going on.  Equity markets are down sharply across 

the world; we suspect fears of political turmoil are adversely affecting financial markets.  We 

lead off with comments surrounding the death of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and the political 

firestorm her passing has triggered.  China news is next, with the latest on TikTok.  We recap 

economic news, including questions about the unemployment claims data, a resignation at the 

NY FRB and a look at housing.  The pandemic update follows.  We close with world news.  

Let’s get to the details:   

 

Ginsburg and the election:  On Friday, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg died from 

cancer.  The justice was 87 and part of the court’s liberal minority.  Her passing has accentuated 

an already tense electoral season.  There will be a lot written in the media in the coming weeks, 

but here is our initial take: 

 

• We fully expect Senate Majority Leader McConnell to lead a vote on whomever 

President Trump nominates for the open position.  However, we lean toward a vote in the 

post-election “lame duck” period for a couple of reasons.  First, there are only 43 days 

before the election.  Getting a vote before the election would be unusually fast.  As the 

table below shows, the average time to confirmation is 71 days.  The last justice to be 

confirmed in under 43 days was Ginsburg herself.  Second, there are several vulnerable 

GOP senators, and being forced to vote before the election could swing the Senate to the 

Democrats.  By postponing the vote, those vulnerable GOP candidates and incumbents 

can avoid a polarizing vote.  There is a risk to this strategy, though; if the GOP loses both 

the White House and the Senate, pushing through a new justice would appear unseemly 

and would taint that new member.  In addition, it would further politicize the Supreme 

Court and invite a radical reaction.  McConnell will have to weigh all these risks in 

determining how to proceed.  But, his life’s work, to much extent, has been to reshape the 

judicial branch, and a commanding majority on the Supreme Court is clearly his goal.  

So, one way or another, we expect him to make this happen, regardless of the 

consequences.   

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-9-21-2020-11600681496?st=5sp64586ky9pgtl
https://cdn.newseum.org/dfp/pdf19/NY_NYT.pdf
https://nyti.ms/3celBPR
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44234.pdf?utm_campaign=wp_the_daily_202&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_daily202
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• There will be much made of applying the same policy that McConnell applied when 

Justice Scalia died.  McConnell argued that the next president should be able to fill that 

position.  Of course, he is now suggesting that this time is different because both the 

Senate and White House are held by the same party.  Although this argument might sway 

GOP partisans, it is being viewed as hypocrisy by the Democrats.  In the end, this 

decision is all about power; for now, McConnell has it and he intends to use it. 

• If McConnell and Trump do fill the vacancy, the court will have a strong 6-3 

conservative majority.  Chief Justice Roberts was playing the role of centrist in voting, in 

an attempt to keep the court above the political fray.  With a 6-3 court, he won’t be able 

to play that role. 

• This election was already highly contentious.  Now, with the Supreme Court in the 

balance, the stakes are much higher.  Both sides appear to believe this situation will work 

toward their favor.  For President Trump, this issue will overshadow the economy and the 

pandemic; for Vice President Biden, it will stir the populist left to support him.  Prior to 

https://nyti.ms/2FOUxea
https://nyti.ms/2FOUxea
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/19/supreme-court-vacancy-provides-trump-new-rallying-cry-418663?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/19/supreme-court-vacancy-provides-trump-new-rallying-cry-418663?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
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this event, enthusiasm for Biden was modest at best.  But with the Supreme Court in the 

balance, the view that losing is catastrophic will dominate. 

• The populist left is pushing for very aggressive policies to gain power, including adding 

members to the Supreme Court, something that Franklin Roosevelt considered.  There is 

also talk of statehood for the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.  Assuming these 

would be Democratic states, it would add four reliable Senate seats to their rosters.  Our 

concern is that these “scorched earth” tactics will ensure retaliation, meaning that every 

four to eight years, policy could shift widely when administrations or congressional 

power changes.  That will create a situation making it almost impossible for business to 

make long-term investments.  So far, Biden has not adopted these strategies, which is 

probably wise, but the groundswell from the populist left will be difficult to fend off 

indefinitely.   

• There are short-term policy ramifications.  The vacancy does put the ACA in jeopardy.  If 

the bill is killed, at some point, a replacement will likely be necessary.  Ultimately, the 

issue is whether health care is just another good or is critical; in other words, is it like 

elementary education or grocery stores?  If it’s the former, then some sort of government 

support is necessary.  If it’s the latter, nothing needs to be done.  It may also complicate 

getting a spending bill and a second stimulus package through Congress. 

• In the short run, equity markets were growing increasingly skittish about political 

stability.  The high level of money market holdings is evidence of that fear.  The passing 

of Ginsburg will add to these worries significantly and will likely lead to risk-off market 

behavior.   

Ricin:  There are reports that envelopes of ricin, a poison derived from castor beans, was mailed 

to the White House and local law enforcement offices in Texas.  The letters were sent from 

Canada, and a woman has been arrested.   

 

China news:   

• President Trump reportedly approved the combination of TikTok, Oracle (ORCL, 59.75) 

and Walmart (WMT 135.29).  Part of the approval was an “education fund” of $5.0 

billion to fund a program of “patriotic education.”  It does not appear the companies 

involved have approved such an arrangement.  It is also unclear if Congress will approve 

the plan.   

• Last week, the U.S. was planning to ban WeChat (TCEHY, 67.02); a federal judge did 

block the executive order.   

• The bigger issue is how to deal with China and technology.  The lack of a consistent plan 

surrounding TikTok (it’s banned, it’s not, there is one buyer, there’s another buyer, 

what’s actually banned, etc.) suggests that the U.S. hasn’t fully fleshed out what its policy 

is toward China and technology.   

• In addition, there doesn’t seem to be any accounting for a reaction from Beijing, but it 

looks like one is coming.  China is signaling that a “blacklist” is coming against 

“unreliable” U.S. companies, with a focus on American tech firms.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-faces-growing-democratic-calls-to-expand-supreme-court-11600641858?st=0atspcan6ppedsh
https://constitutioncenter.org/blog/packing-the-supreme-court-explained?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://constitutioncenter.org/blog/packing-the-supreme-court-explained?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/20/joe-biden-liberals-bipartisanship-419127?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.axios.com/supreme-court-trump-rbg-affordable-care-act-062fc3a6-0b5a-4ba2-b739-8d2ac17d7f22.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-aid-talks-spending-bill-buffetedbysupreme-court-fight-11600612071?st=sfztack9f6d671u
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-aid-talks-spending-bill-buffetedbysupreme-court-fight-11600612071?st=sfztack9f6d671u
https://nyti.ms/3hL1tpK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/package-containing-ricin-was-intercepted-in-the-white-house-mail-11600543252?st=3pyb82yjjkxvdl5
https://www.wsj.com/articles/package-containing-ricin-was-intercepted-in-the-white-house-mail-11600543252?st=3pyb82yjjkxvdl5
https://apnews.com/2a1c3de40cebc39dab6a4e04d342e631
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-signs-off-on-deal-allowing-tiktok-to-continue-u-s-operations-11600551352?st=4zzzmldjt2kilcu
https://www.ft.com/content/4a9bb9aa-45e3-43b2-9759-3313751ffc8b?emailId=5f68290aac280a0004501b45&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/4a9bb9aa-45e3-43b2-9759-3313751ffc8b?emailId=5f68290aac280a0004501b45&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tiktok-deal-faces-questions-over-security-ownership-11600625447?st=z3jya8codyee3ff
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tiktok-deal-faces-questions-over-security-ownership-11600625447?st=z3jya8codyee3ff
https://www.npr.org/2020/09/20/914983610/federal-judge-blocks-trump-administrations-u-s-wechat-ban?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.npr.org/2020/09/20/914983610/federal-judge-blocks-trump-administrations-u-s-wechat-ban?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://nyti.ms/3hQwZTn
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/chinas-escalates-rare-earths-threat-at-us-in-response-to-technology-ban-/2019/05/31/361da536-8353-11e9-9a67-a687ca99fb3d_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/china-threatens-us-companies-with-sanctions-following-trumps-wechat-ban/2020/09/19/08c4a0d8-fa55-11ea-89e3-4b9efa36dc64_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
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• China’s reserves of frozen pork are nearly exhausted.  We will likely see a surge in 

imports.   

 

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 31,089,558 with 961,273 deaths and 21,272,259 

recoveries.  In the U.S., there are 6,812,332 confirmed cases with 199,513 deaths and 2,590,671 

recoveries.  For illustration purposes, the FT has created an interactive chart that allows one to 

compare cases across nations using similar scaling metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic 

tracker that looks across countries with high frequency data on various factors. 

  

Virology:   

• As the likelihood of a vaccine rises, the focus is now shifting to the distribution.  The 

logistics of distribution are going to be complicated.  Several of the current candidates 

have to be kept at -112o Fahrenheit until dispensed.  That will require a supply chain 

based on special refrigerators and lots of dry ice.  Unfortunately, the U.S. gets most of its 

dry ice through the CO2 created in processing corn for ethanol.  Falling gasoline demand 

has reduced ethanol demand too, leading to a lack of CO2 supply.  The shipping 

companies are leasing warehouse space for fridge farms to house the vaccines.  

Complicating matters further is the glass vial issue; all vaccine glass is specialized but 

being able to handle super cold temperatures raises yet another problem.  All these issues 

will be resolved, but it will also slow the distribution.   

• Russia is selling its vaccine outside of the country, even though adoption in Russia has 

been slow. 

• As temperatures begin to cool in the northern areas of the U.S., there are concerns about 

another surge of cases.  

• Getting the world to herd immunity against this virus is difficult, even with a vaccine.  

This article discusses the issue.   

• In Europe, Spain has implemented localized lockdowns to try to contain a new round of 

infections.  And, vaccine skepticism isn’t just an issue in the U.S.  In France, 40% polled 

suggest they won’t take a vaccine injection. 

Economy and policy news:  

• Global trade has shown an unexpected recovery.  Much of this bounce is probably due to 

China’s improved economy. 

• Since John Williams arrived at the NY FRB, there has been an exodus of senior officials.  

Last year, Simon Potter, leader of the bank’s markets group, and Richard Dzina, who 

helmed the financial services group, both left without successors in the wings.  Michael 

Strine, who is the COO of the bank, indicated he will leave at the end of February.  It is 

not clear why Mr. Strine has decided to leave.  The continued drain of senior officials at 

the NY FRB is troubling.  This is the part of the Federal Reserve that manages the 

“plumbing” of the financial system and given the number of leaks we have seen, about 

this time last year and in March, it does suggest that this loss of experience may be 

adversely affecting the Fed’s ability to manage monetary policy. 

https://www.ft.com/content/31e88669-f6fc-4be7-b0f0-e5eb96394a1c?emailId=5f6884d6ac280a0004502377&segmentId=2785c52b-1c00-edaa-29be-7452cf90b5a2
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/21/world/covid-19-coronavirus.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://nyti.ms/32HOf8S
https://nyti.ms/32HOf8S
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-strikes-deals-to-sell-its-coronavirus-vaccine-internationally-11600610554?st=0npt46w0fwuyvij
https://nyti.ms/3kwyBTV
https://nyti.ms/3kwyBTV
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-news-09-21-2020-11600676779?st=fpxo9csap8kkh55
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-news-09-21-2020-11600676779?st=fpxo9csap8kkh55
https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-it-would-take-for-herd-immunity-to-stop-the-coronavirus-pandemic-11600594201?st=z5f1f28p7k812lg
https://www.ft.com/content/99cafe2d-9f61-4aa5-8e97-3b8330279399?emailId=5f68290aac280a0004501b45&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.politico.eu/article/france-vaccine-hesitancy-hangs-over-coronavirus-response/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=54b50c30fa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_09_21_05_12&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-54b50c30fa-190334489
https://www.wsj.com/articles/globaltradereturns-faster-than-expected-11600594200?st=w4ens880xb37xqa
https://www.ft.com/content/6f65b053-af11-4fee-a0c6-43adbe3f4e00?emailId=5f68290aac280a0004501b45&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-feds-no-2-michael-strine-to-leave-early-next-year-11600375161?st=qx4y7d4p2j3x2pa
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• There is growing concern that the employment data is becoming increasingly flawed.  

The claims system has been overwhelmed by the influx of unemployment claims due to 

the pandemic.  It is so bad in California that the state announced it won’t accept new 

claims for two weeks to clear the backlog.  State-level data is quite different from the 

national numbers.  Policymakers may be “flying blind” if the employment data isn’t 

giving them the proper signals.   

• The U.S. housing market has been hot; a big reason for strong prices is a lack of supply 

as current homeowners are reluctant to put their homes on the market during a pandemic.   

World news:  

• Remember the Panama files, a dump of data that showed documents on money 

laundering?  Well, another dump has occurred.  It appears that most of the major banks 

had massive levels (around $2.0 trillion) of suspicious transactions.  The file is so 

massive that it will take a while to see what lies beneath.  Look for more to come in the 

near future.   

• Protests continue in Belarus despite aggressive actions by security forces.   

• Protests are increasing in Thailand as well.   

• The U.S. is reinstituting sanctions on Iran.  The snapback provisions were initially 

designed to include several other nations, but this time around, the U.S. is mostly going 

alone, reducing some of the effectiveness.  Specifically, look for China and Russia to sell 

weapons to Tehran.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

U.S. economic activity slowed in August, according to the Chicago Fed National Activity Index. 

The index came in at 0.79 compared to expectations of 1.19.  The previous report was revised 

from 1.19 to 2.54. 
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https://ktla.com/news/california/california-to-pause-unemployment-claims-for-2-weeks/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://ktla.com/news/california/california-to-pause-unemployment-claims-for-2-weeks/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2020/sep/20/jobless-claims-looking-vastly-overcounted/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2020/sep/20/jobless-claims-looking-vastly-overcounted/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-want-homes-but-there-have-rarely-been-fewer-for-sale-11600680612?st=tjaek8awyp5dtqh
https://www.icij.org/investigations/fincen-files/global-banks-defy-u-s-crackdowns-by-serving-oligarchs-criminals-and-terrorists/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=54b50c30fa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_09_21_05_12&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-54b50c30fa-190334489
https://www.ft.com/content/d41fe244-bea9-4d6e-bef8-62514f3613d1?emailId=5f68290aac280a0004501b45&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://nyti.ms/33MWJv3
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/tens-of-thousands-rally-against-the-government-in-thailand-inspired-by-student-leaders/2020/09/19/7686fada-f3e8-11ea-8025-5d3489768ac8_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-usa-iran-exclusive/exclusive-u-s-to-slap-sanctions-on-over-two-dozen-targets-tied-to-iran-arms-idUKKCN26B0QL
https://apnews.com/8fe3bff342135cb4817629499e59964a
https://apnews.com/8fe3bff342135cb4817629499e59964a
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The chart above shows the six-month moving average of the Chicago Fed National Activity 

Index.  The moving average is -1.44, well below the recession signal of zero. 

 

The table below shows the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

12:00 Household Change in Net Worth q/q 2Q -$6.548t **

Speaker or event

10:00 Federal Reserve Hold Open Meeting about Community Reinvestment Act

12:00 Lael Brainard Discusses Community Reinvestment Act

Economic Releases

Members of the Board of Governors

District or position

Members of the Board of Governors

Fed Speakers or Events

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China 1-Year Loan Prime Rate w/w 21-Sep 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

5-Year Loan Prime Rate w/w 21-Sep 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand Credit Card Spending y/y Aug -11.9% -5.8% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Europe

UK Rightmove House Prices y/y 2Q 5.0% 4.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland Money Supply M3 y/y Aug 4.0% 3.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

Domestic Sight Deposits w/w 18-Sep 634.7b 635.3b * Equity and bond neutral

Total Sight Deposits w/w 18-Sep 703.9b 704.1b * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Canada Teranet/National Bank HPI m/m Aug 0.6% 0.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

Wholesale Trade Sales m/m Jul 4.3% 18.5% 3.5% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Retail Sales m/m Jul 0.6% 23.7% 1.0% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Retail Sales Ex Auto m/m Jul -0.4% 15.7% 0.5% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 23 23 0 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 8 9 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 15 14 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.66 0.70 -0.04 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -50 -50 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 3 3 0 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Down

euro Down Up

yen Up Up

pound Down Down

franc Down Up   
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $42.29 $43.15 -1.99% Supply Optimism

WTI $40.12 $41.11 -2.41%

Natural Gas $1.99 $2.05 -3.03%

Crack Spread $9.13 $9.84 -7.19%

12-mo strip crack $10.47 $11.00 -4.86%

Ethanol rack $1.55 $1.55 -0.24%

Gold $1,932.32 $1,950.86 -0.95%

Silver $26.33 $26.78 -1.68%

Copper contract $309.05 $311.60 -0.82%

Corn contract 376.50$       378.50$       -0.53%

Wheat contract 570.50$       575.00$       -0.78%

Soybeans contract 1,038.50$    1,043.50$   -0.48%

Baltic Dry Freight 1296 1294 2

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer temperatures for most of the country, 

with cooler temperatures in the eastern half.  Wet conditions are expected to move from New 

England to the eastern half of the country.  Tropical Storm Beta is expected to hit the Texas 

coast, while Hurricane Teddy is moving east of Bermuda. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

September 18, 2020 
 

In June, we published a WGR on the EU’s decision to issue a Eurobond, a financial instrument 

backed by the full faith and credit of all the member states of the European Union.  One of the 

reasons the U.S. dollar remains the global reserve currency is because the world financial system 

works on a dollar/Treasury standard.  The U.S. has open trade and capital markets.  Because of 

America’s willingness to accept persistent trade deficits, foreign countries can acquire dollars 

through trade and easily hold those dollars in reserve in the deep American financial markets.  

The premier reserve instrument has been the U.S. Treasury; in fact, it could be argued that the 

Treasury is America’s greatest export product. 

 

The attractiveness of the dollar as a reserve instrument is relative; American management of the 

reserve currency is far from ideal.  When the world shifted from the dollar/gold to 

dollar/Treasury, Europeans complained that the U.S. was exporting inflation through a weaker 

currency.  Treasury Secretary Connally noted that the dollar “is our currency but it’s your 

problem.”  Volcker’s anti-inflation policies of the early 1980s was a major contributor to the 

Latin American debt crisis and the “lost decade” of the 1980s for South America.  Since 9/11, 

the U.S. has used financial sanctions as a foreign policy tool.  Restricting access to the U.S. 

financial system has proven to be very effective in crippling foreign economies.1  But, these 

sanctions are not popular with foreign governments.  Dissatisfaction with dollar management has 

not reached a level adequate to overcome the network effects that keep the dollar as the reserve 

asset.   

 

It is important to note that we view the introduction of a Eurobond as a catalyst for a change in 

trend but the primary reason for a new dollar bear market is valuation.  Against most major 

currencies, the dollar is deeply overvalued. 

 

 
1 Iran can attest to this assertion. 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_6_29_2020.pdf
https://www.ipe.com/the-dollar-is-our-currency-but-its-your-problem/25599.article
https://www.ipe.com/the-dollar-is-our-currency-but-its-your-problem/25599.article
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Our primary valuation model for currencies is purchasing power parity.  This model uses relative 

inflation to value currencies.  It is not a trading model; exchange rates tend to vacillate around 

the forecast parity level.  But, at extremes, it can signal that the exchange rate is vulnerable to a 

reversal.  In general, dollar bull markets tend to end with a catalyst.  The 1970s dollar bear 

market began with the closing of the gold window.  The 1985 bull market ended with the Plaza 

Accord.  The 2002 trend reversal began with statements pressing for a weaker dollar from the 

U.S. Treasury secretary.  As is true of many markets, valuation alone doesn’t cause reversals, but 

it creates conditions where a reversal is more likely.   

 

Perhaps another way of thinking about the dollar is that the exchange rate creates winners and 

losers.  A strong dollar adversely affects exporters and industries that compete with imports.  It 

supports importers and solely domestic industries.  A weak dollar has the opposite impact.  Thus, 

over time, when a sector is harmed a political reaction will follow which leads to a reversal in 

trend.  With the dollar, the cycles tend to be long, meaning that the level needs to be extreme to 

trigger a policy response. 
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This chart shows the JP Morgan Dollar Index, which is adjusted for inflation and is trade 

weighted.2  Bull markets are colored in green, and bear markets in mauve.  For a U.S. dollar 

investor, the path of the dollar’s exchange rate is a critical component of foreign investing. 

 

USD bull USD bear STDEV

Months CYCLES US WORLD/EX US Diff US WORLD/EX US

103 70/03-78/10 2.0 9.8 -7.8 16.4 20.6

76 78/11-85/03 8.9 8.7 0.2 15.3 15

121 85/04-95/05 11.7 17.5 -5.8 12.6 26.7

80 95/06-02/02 15.8 3.3 12.5 18.5 14.3

110 02/03-11/05 2.7 6.9 -4.2 19.6 23.6

109 11/06-20/07 11.0 1.9 9.1 8.8 12

111 Averages 5.47 11.4 -5.9 16.2 23.6

88 11.9 4.6 7.3 14.2 13.8  
 

This table uses the dollar cycle dates and compares the MSCI U.S. Index with the MSCI World 

ex-U.S. Index.  We use the yearly change in monthly data, averaged over each cycle.  On 

average, the latter index outperforms the U.S. in dollar bear markets, whereas the U.S. 

outperforms during dollar bull markets.  There are two other characteristics of note.  First, cycles 

last a while; the average dollar bear market lasts 111 months (just over nine years) and dollar 

bull markets last 88 months (eight years).  Second, dollar bear markets tend to have higher levels 

of volatility. 

 

 
2 Countries that conduct more trade with the U.S. are weighted more heavily in the index. 
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If our postulate is correct and the dollar is about to enter a bear market, the outlook for foreign 

stocks relative to domestic stocks improves.  Although there is no certainty that our position is 

correct, the combination of an overvalued currency, a lengthy bull market, and a Eurobond 

catalyst increases the odds that a reversal is likely.  If so, the outlook for foreign equities should 

improve. 

   
 

 

 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 

purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation. The investment or strategy 

discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial circumstances. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 9/18/2020 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 9/18/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

September 17, 2020 
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Based on our methodology,3 the current P/E is 28.2x, up 0.1x from last week.   

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
3 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one estimate (Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


